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Word word and Google. Kinsey Promes, quincy Promes -Funktionen k'nnen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei nderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte underrunn anzeigen Sony GTK-XB7 Active speaker (not backup) I have problems with the Sony GTK-XB7 amplifier. They say he just stopped. Thanks to a drawing
on the ranch I had. The reserve 5V is not. It's about drawing details. Entry 36V and output 1.6V, with the chain off at the exit fuse 2 2A. All items are considered, well, so only the IC can be wrong. The D1 3D diode was short circuit, of course there was nothing before that. But why didn't the 2A input fuse come out? Ic.t (EUP3490 ), I could
not find at least the same distribution of legs. Headquarters /LM2596S) 40V/3A, but a different leg layout. SMD IC, so there is no way to turn. If there's anyone who can help me, I'd appreciate it. TME should have it, but there is no picture of it. Thank you: Old TomAkai AM-A200 and Akai AT-A200Si! I'm looking for a picture of the
aforementioned amplifier and tuner. Can someone help me? Panasonic: SA-AK250 MusiccenterResit T. Colleagues! I'm fixing a device on this subject, but it doesn't want to work. I ask for help from more experienced colleagues. Error Event: F61 Error Code. What I've done so far: Term ic replacement. (TDA8920BJ) After that everything
works, but the sound does not come out of the speakers. The headphones are fine. The channels are good, 28V, symmetrical. I measure 3.6V on the ic regime leg. After that, I put it aside, and two days later, I went again after browsing through the s.manual and ic profile. I'll turn it on and see the miracle, both sides roar. Now the joy
lasted about 30 seconds, because she was silent and remained so. Measurements again, all reasons based on instructions. I put it aside again. Today, I pulled it out and soldered it all through the end-in-the-ic section. I'll turn it on and let you know. After 40 minutes, he stopped again. Maybe the new ic can be bad?. The fan is good, it can
also be an error message F61. Have you ever struggled with a similar machine problem? elbandiVideoton 7300 synthesetic tunerSasts! ... I would like to ask you a question, has anyone dealt with your repair? There's a drawing... (I found it here too) ati.u@citromail.hu thanks more... This is the place for any magazine discussions that don't
fit into any of the column's discussion boards below. Timothy Rush Posts: 142 Joined: Mon Mar 04, 2002 1:01 Am Location: Green Bay, Wisconsin Contact: Contact Timothy Rush Post Timothy Rush Fri October 13, 2006 3:07pm Hi, I found that I can't order a service guide from Radio Shack for Eton/Grundig S350. The problem is drifting
on am,sw bands of particularly high-frequency bands. I don't want to spend a lot of money on this CHEEP radio sold for $99.95. Can someone please send me a service manual or a diagram in the PDF for download? I would be very grateful !!!!!! BTW I was able to use service tips for the S350 also for drifting problems. Tim Rush (email
protected) Kato Posts: 366 Joined: Sun Sep 07, 2003 1:01am Contact: Contact Cato Post on Cato Sat October 14, 2006 4:57am I have no documents for you. However, I was recently shopping for a good shortwave radio and so explored 350 (I like its appearance). During my investigation I came across this review, which indicates that
drift is a common problem with this radio: that's part of what your post reminded me: SW - S350 inherited its appearance from the Panasonic RF-2200, but it may have inherited the nickname from old Swan Radio, a manufacturer of amateur equipment in the 60s. Then Swan had a transiver called 350. Due to significant drift problems, the
hams called it the Swan Three-Drifty. This nickname can match the Grundig S350 as well. There is also a Yahoo News Group started by a guy who felt ripped off his radio purchase.... he took it apart and discusses the design... If I can find it again, I will post follow the post Kato Posts: 366 Joined: Sun Sep 07, 2003 1:01 am Contact:
Contact Cato Post on Cato Sat October 14, 2006 5:04 am If it is not news group I remember it is similar: ... n_garbage/ Here's the group's description: Description: Description: Description, this is an open forum to freely express frustration at today's low quality, over-hyped shortwave receivers (e.g. Grundig S350, SuperAdio, CCradio) and
what improvements can be made to make LW/MW/SW listening more enjoyable. Messages to this group will not be moderated, so please no personal attacks or vulgar language. Bring back the DX-440 ! Bob Scott Messages: 1192 Joined: St. November 20, 2002 1:01am Location: Vancouver, British Columbia Contact: Contact Bob Scott
Post Bob Scott's Sat October 14, 2006 3:02pm I bought the Grundig S350 from a seller on Ebay for $74.00. I didn't notice the drifting problem, but I noticed a few troubles: 1. Heterodin whistling mentioned in the review actually generated right inside the radio. In fact, radio causes its own interference. The source of the interference is the
circuit used to illuminate the digital display, whether the lights are off or not. I found that, unlike the review says, my S350 eats batteries more often than one would expect from a portable radio. I could 9V 006P runs dry for a few days, but 4 alkaline D Duracells? 3. FM is not a stereo from the headphone jack. But it sounds good and makes
good FM radio for The short wave has changed since I was a kid. I found absolutely nothing interesting left on the shortwave lanes. I think I'm going to visit this S350 news group. I stopped reading group news like sci.electronics.design because people who post newsgroups get so out of control with their off-topic ranting they remind me of
monkeys throwing faeces at each other at the zoo. Bob dacflyer Messages: 4545 Joined: Fri Feb 08, 2002 1:01am Location: USA/North Carolina/Fayetteville Contact: Contact dacflyer Send a personal message to IC' Yahoo Messenger Post by dacflyer Sun October 15, 2006 10:29 I'm talking about a shortwave radio receiver, and such, I
have here really an old German table top radio 3D Klang - 3035 is a good set.. but all you can get at them now is morning days or FM, I love its rich sound and green eye tuning slits. are shortwave radio stations going away more and more? I don't seem to find too much anymore... Robert Reed Messages: 2276 Joined: St. November 24,
2004 1:01am Location: ASHTABULA, OHIO Contact: Contact Robert Reed Post Robert Reed Sun October 15, 2006 4:41pm Dac are shortwave radio stations going away more and more? I don't seem to find too much muc h anymore... Sea lanes will continue to be strong all over the world. They operate in the area of 4 MHz and 8 MHz.
Their still some activity is down in the 2MHz region, although most of this traffic went hi-band FM years ago. Most of the current sea lanes operate a single side lane, but this shouldn't be a problem for any respectable shortwave receiver. Short-wave bands, especially in the region of 9 to 18 MHz are still as active as ever, but most of its
foreign countries. Some of them that have English broadcasts, however. And then there's a lot of DXing going on with the ham scattered across the bands also you can pick up a lot of good ol' boys at 27 MHz Citizen Group if it's to your liking. Cato Posts: 366 Joined: Sun Sep 07, 2003 1:01am Contact: Contact Kato Post on Cato Mon
October 16, 2006 3:14pm dacflyer wrote: Speaking of shortwave radio, and such, I have here really an old German table top radio 3D Klang - 3035 is a good set. but all you can get at them now is morning days or FM, I love its rich sound and green eye tuning slits. are shortwave radio stations going away more and more? I don't seem to
find too much anymore... This link contains a list of some English-language broadcasts: users viewing this forum: Google Bot, Majestic-12 Bot and 29 guests of Grundig S350 AM/FM/SW Radio Results for Service Manual. - Fixya.Use S350 manual control to compensate for the atmospheric and .. Not having the right FM radio for my
remote location, I bought the Grundig S350DL. Grundig S350DL AM/SW/FM Stereo Portable Radio with guidance. Grundig S350DL Deluxe AM-FM shortwave field radio - in black parts Repair.So he bought the massive Grundig S350DL. Grundig S350DL. And after years of service, this radio shows every bit of its $10 worth. Volume. Buy
Eton S350DL AM/FM shortwave radio at a super low price. Need a specific service for your home? Audio.. Product guidelines; Guarantee Terms.Grundig S350 AM/FM/SW Radio, s350dl FM related issues. Get free help, solutions and advice from leading Grundig experts. Page 1. There is no guidance. FM works great. Can't get an AM.
Repair Grundig Personal Radio Parts. Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Eton S350DL AM/FM Shortwave. Grundig G5 Eton Amfm Radio Tuner Owners Guide. Grundig S350 AM/FM/SW Radio Results for The Service Guide cr2020. This review is from: Eton S350DL AM/FM ShortWave Deluxe Radio (Black) .. On the professional side, the
manual of operation is well written, and very useful. Grundig G5 Eton Amfm Radio Tuner Owners Guide. 300pe Eton 300pe Amfmshortwave Radio Owners Guide. How to improve Grundig S350dl. Grundig gu15wdvdt examines problems and solutions - Fixya. Amazon.com: Grundig S350 AM/FM/ShortWave Radio: Electronics. Grundig
Guide to Servicing Phillips Problems and Solutions - Fixya. Grundig Beko manual problems and solutions - Fixya. Grundig G5 Eton Amfm Radio Tuner Owners Guide. 300pe Eton 300pe Amfmshortwave Radio Owners Guide. How to improve the Grundig S350dl.50 points. GRUNDIG S350DL AM/FM shortwave radio guide. Venue:
France. Feedback: 6324 99.7Get fast delivery and excellent service. (User guides, owner guides, instructions, maintenance manuals, workshop guides, schematics, parts guides for: GRUNDIG S350DL). Grundig. Grundig personal radio needs to work hand-related problems and solutions. . We have the Grundig S350DL radio that my
father had. Grundig Phillips Service Guide - Page 5 Problems and Solutions. We have the Grundig S350DL radio that my father had. There is no guidance. FM works great. Grundig S350 AM/FM/SW Radio, manual service guide manualmodelsearch related issues. Get free help, solutions and tips from Top Grundig. Grundig.
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